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zens. And, regarding the U.S.-Mexican
border, even if a wall were built, anyone
could simply come by boat and land almost anywhere on the coast. Doesn’t all
this make any immigration policy a farce?
Mary R. Hoover
Houston, ZX

Migrant Labors
Nick Gillespie’s article (“Beyond the
Family Way,” June), suggested a change
in immigration preferences from family
members of current residents to foreigners with money, skills, or both. The key
point he missed, however, is that the “immigration problem” is only a problem in a
welfare state.
As demand for welfare benefits increases, the state’s costs soar. Most taxpayers view immigrants as net tax consumers, and thus want to keep them out.
Mr. Gillespie’s visa auction plan seeks
only to improve the chances that legal immigrants will pay more than they receive
from the welfare state. Regrettably, his
plan implicitly accepts the faulty premise
that individual immigrants cause the high
cost of the welfare state.
Richard W. Stevens
Lorton, VA
Mr. Gillespie suggests immigration policies that may be considered improvements over our present ones. However, it
is my understanding that for a small sum,
it is possible for anyone knowing the right
people to obtain a Social Security card.
For a larger sum, it is possible to obtain a
valid birth certificate that may then be
used to obtain a passport which can be
sent anywhere in the world, allowing the
recipient to enter this country “legally.”
It is worth noting as well that children
born of illegal immigrants in the United
States automatically become U.S. citi8 REASON

The hands of government and lobbyist
were clearly visible to me in 1978 when I
made it through the Immigration and
Naturalization Service maze and emigrated from the United Kingdom-even
before discovering REASON. INS publications made it plain that the U.S. government permitted some to enter, but not others: Specifically, “it has been determined
that there is no need” for people with
skills on a long list of menial jobs (presumably, ones not well-unionized).
The huge flow of immigrants in the
19th century, which generated almost all
U.S. prosperity, came not so much because of a favorable immigration policy,
but because of the absence of an immigration policy. It was just taken for
granted that if people wanted to come to
America, it was no business of the feds to
stop them. Now, by proposing a reform of
the maze, Gillespie is still granting government the one thing it loves to retain:
the power to dispose of peoples’ lives, in
one way if not in another.
His preferred reform is to charge immigrants an entrance fee, which he supports by pointing to the huge costs borne
by 19th-century immigrants when crossing the Atlantic. But the similarity is superficial. That high cost of passage was
paid to people-shippers-who
provided
a useful service. The proposed “entrance
fee” would be paid to parasites who provide no service, but merely stand at the
toll gate and collect tributes. I can think of
little less comparable to a free international market in labor.
REASON, surely, should not bow to
considerations of what may be politically
feasible in the short term. Of course, cancelling all restrictions on immigration
would encounter vast political opposition.
And of course, it’s utterly incompatible
with the welfare state. Of course, all the

government’s petty rules on who can hire
whom, and what they can be paid, would
also have to go overboard. And of course,
American labor would have to compete on
a level playing field again.
A principled stand on unrestnicted immigration would not only conform properly with Emma Lazarus’s invitation to
the “wretched refuse” of foreign shores, it
would sharply remind domestic opinion
that America has become sometlhing that
was never intended-and so hasten the
end of the welfare-warfare state.
A. .I. Davies
New Lm’don,NH

As a lawyer who has practicehd in the
area of immigration and visa law for many
years, 1, too, believe that family immigration amounts to nepotism and that we
should seek immigrants with skills that
will aid the American economy. But there
are realities that need to be faced.
No American government should have
the power to say that an American citizen
could not bring into this country a spouse,
child, or parent. If an American serviceman stationed overseas marries, almost
everyone would agree that he io entitled
to bring his spouse. The vast majority of
family-sponsored immigration is of this
type.
There are about 65,000 immigrant visas issued each year to brothers and sisters (and their immediate families). Although this seems a lot, it is only about 7
percent of all immigration each year. I am
telling my new client applicants in this
category that I expect a wait of between
15 and 20 years.
Other classes of relatives include
spouses and children of legal permanent
7
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Politics, Financial Markets,
& Popular ulture
. . .Do the trends in h &airs reveal a common link?

.. ..

Yes, because the social mood will dictate
those trends. Human nature is immutable;patterns of behavior repeat themselves, and are thus
predictable.
Those repetitive patterns flow from the
collective choices people make about who to vote
for, when to invest, what to buy even how to
dress.
What appears random and unrelated will
actually trace out a recognizablepattern, if you
know what to look for.
We make it our business to know "what to
look for." The method we use -called the Wave
Principle -was discovered 60 years ago by Ralph
Nelson Elliott. Our company rescued the Wave
Principle from obscurity in 1978,and over the
years we've used it to make stunningly accurate
market forecasts.
Perhaps you've heard of Robert Prechter,
from the success of his long-term market forecasts. Yet his analysis of social trends is just as
astute. For example, at the height of George
Bush's popularity (a record 91% approval following the war with Iraq) conventionalwisdom said
he couldn't lose the 1992 election. Remember? Yet
Robert Prechter insisted that the cyclic forces of
public mood would preclude Bush's re-election.
Prechter also has specific ideas about the
prospects for Bill Clinton that you will find fascinating. Why not introduce yourself to our company? Many of our customers were initially
attracted by our cultural and political analysis,
and stayed because our investment forecasts are
so good.
For example, while forecastinga great bull
market for the 1980s in their 1978classic, Elliott
W a v e Principle: K e y t o Market Profits, Robert
Prechter and A. J. Frost anticipated what would
follow that bull market, with this explanation:
As this century progresses, it becomes clearer

that in order to satisfy the demands ofsome
individuals and groupsfir the output of
others, man, through the agency ofthe State,
has begun to leech ofthat which he has
created. He has not only mortgaged his present

output, but he has mortgaged the output of
future generations by consuming the capital that
tookgenerations to accumulate. Minimum wages
that deny employment to the unskilled, socialization ofschools which smothers diversity and
discourages innovation, rent control that
consumes housing, extortion through traner
payments and stfling regulation o f markets are
all man's political attempts to repeal the natural
laws ofeconomics and sociology, and thus o f
nature. Thefamiliar results are crumbling
buildings and rotting railroads, bored and
uneducated students, reduced capital investment,
reduced production, itflation, stagnation,
unemployment and ultimately widespread
resentment and unrest. lnstitutionalized policies
such as these create increasing instability and
have the power to turn a nation of conscientious
producers into a private sector of impatient
gamblers and a public sector of unprincipled
plunderers. When thefifth wave ofthefifth wave
tops out, we need not ask why it has done so.
Reality, again, will beforced upon us. When the
producers who are leeched upon disappear or are
consumed, the leeches who remain will have lost
their life support system, and the laws of nature
will have to be patiently re-learned.
Elliott Wave Theorist subscribers made a lot of
money in the great bull market, and now they are
prepared for a change.Are you?
We can tell you as much about the Wave
Principle as you want to know. You can start with
Frost & Prechter's classic, Elliott Wave Principle:
Key to Market Profits, recently expanded, for only
$26.Simply call 800-336-1618or 404-536-0309.With
your order, we'll also send you the latest timely
issue of Robert kechter's famous monthly fore
casting letter, The Elliott Wave Theorist, with our
compliments.
PRECHTER'S
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residents. Because these immigrants come
under a quota list, they have to wait from
three to five (and, for nationals of some
countries, many more) years to obtain
their immigrant visas.
.
Family applications are hardly the way
potential immigrants wish to come into
the United States in the 1990s. Our government made a big mistake during the
1980s by granting amnesty to undocumented aliens and agricultural workers.
This created a massive incentive to fraud
and to enter illegally while awaiting the
“next amnesty.” There is a better way.
Immigrants should be allowed to enter
the United States to work in certain occupations that are experiencing shortages, as
determined by measuring unemployment
claims. If those claims amount to 2 percent or less of the estimated workers in a
category, aliens who can prove at least
two years experience or training in that
skill should be given work visas. Those
visas should be renewable every two years
only upon the alien proving he or she is
paying taxes and continues to work in the
occupation. After six years that alien
would be entitled to legal permanent residence. Harsh penalties would have to be
imposed for persons who provide fraudulent documentation.
A system such as this would be easy to
administer and would allow persons to
come into the United States who would
benefit our country and who would benefit by our country. Those people would
be unlikely to abuse our system of government services and would be likely to
pay more into the system than they take.
Harry A. DeMell
New York, NY

It would also sidestep the bureaucratic
inefficiencies built into employmentbased systems, such as the one proposed
by Mr. DeMell, in which the government
decides what skills are most in need. Contrary to Mr. Davies’s assertion, I don’t see
the entry fee as analogous to travel costs
experienced by 19th-century immigrants.
I was instead repeating Gary Becker’s important point that contemporary immigrants are already paying huge costs in the
form of “long queues and bureaucratic
procedures that often delay entry for
years.” I also don’t think that proposing a
more efficient way of allocating scarce
visas necessarily means I accept, as Mr.
Stevens charges, “the faulty premise that
individual immigrants cause the high cost
of the welfare state.” In fact, I explicitly
reject that premise by quoting statistics
that undercut “the increasingly common
portrayal of immigrants as welfare dependents mooching off the taxpayers.”
Having said all that, I agree with the
respondents that immigration policy is really only of concern in a welfare state. As
I noted in my article, “The rise of the welfare state in the 20th century greatly
complicate[s] the model of largely unfettered immigration.” If we dismantled the
welfare state-a proposition to which
REASON is obviously dedicated-we
would similarly dismantle most impediments to open immigration. As I wrote regarding 19th-century immigration, “Although there was always considerable
anti-immigrant sentiment, there was also
at least a grudging sense that anyone had
a right to settle in America.”

Mr. Gillespie replies: My article begins
with the premise, “If the United States is
not going to allow open immigration.. ..”
Within a framework of limited immigration, I think that entry fees are a workable
alternative to the current policy of family
reunification. Entry fees would, I think, simultaneously motivate potential immigrants to hone the skills necessary for success in America and ameliorate growing
anti-immigrant sentiment.

The similarities in your back-to-back
articles, “A Tale of Two Countries” and
“P.S., Inc.” (June), were striking. In the
case of the Philippines, the ruling elite has
enacted protectionist laws and regulations
designed primarily for self-enrichment at
the expense of the overwhelming body of
the Philippine people-under the guise of
the noble aim of keeping the Philippines
for the Filipinos and not allowing foreigners to profit in an exploitative way.
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Protectionism Racket

In the case of the public schools, teachers’ unions try to stop any form of choice
or private-sector involvement in the
school system. While they abhor profit on
the part of any private enterprise that
might improve results at lower costs, they
certainly seek to maximize their own
profit at the expense of taxpayers and children alike. Again, they claim a noble aim:
to keep the dirty word profit out of the
minds of children and keep them pure and
pliable to the ultimate aim of socialism.
James T. Loberg
Anaheim. CA
Although I agree with William IMcGurn
(“A Tale of Two Countries”) that protectionism is harmful to the consumer and
beneficial only to the vested interests that
control uncompetitive enterprises, his article does not prove his case. If one is to
argue against protectionism, one must
somehow explain the economic success of
Japan and South Korea. Both of those
economies are fiercely protectionist and
both have enjoyed tremendous success
during the period in which the economy
of the Philippines was spiralling downward. They have also managed to attract
foreign investment by companies such as
Ford Motor Co., General Motors, and
RCA Victor even though foreign ownership in local companies is limited to minority interests.
It would appear to me that what has
destroyed the economy of the Philippines
is corruption. Although there is strong
evidence that corruption existed in Japan
and South Korea, its nature and extent
seems to have been quite different from
that which exists in the Philippines. Corruption in Japan and South Korea seems
to occur when successful businesses make
payments to political parties and elected
officials to favor laws which help the industry in which the business operates. In
the Philippines, corruption seems to take
the form of individuals buying the right to
operate a monopoly which is protected
from competition from within the country
as well as from without.
D. L. Freeman
Montreal. Canada
OCTOBER 1994

Mr. McGurn replies:Mr. Loberg has it exactly right. Protectionism is a racket, and
the ones who agitate most loudly usually
have something to protect. Unfortunately,
one political problem with free markets is
that marginal incentives for the person
lobbying to protect his market from competition outweigh the marginal communal
incentives in opening it up.
There are indeed many causes of the
Philippines’s misfortunes, and corruption
certainly ranks at the top. But corruption
itself depends largely on either closed or
politically regulated markets, both of
which the Philippines has in abundance.
Nor do I take South Korea to be the unmitigated success Mr. Freeman supposes:
Hong Kong, which started at roughly the
same level, today has more than double
the per capita income of South Korea,
whose Japanese-style development is today giving it Japanese-style problems vis8-vis its more open and competitive
neighbors. The Philippines has also managed to attract some foreign investment;
once inside the accepted circle, business
can be great in a protected market, which
helps explain why the Philippine stock
market has been booming while Filipinos
remain mired in poverty.
In the end, however, it does little good
to ask about the causes of poverty. If that
is the chief impression I conveyed in my
article, I have missed the mark. The question that matters is how to become rich.
And in the Philippines, that much is already clear: Open up to foreign investment without restriction. Were foreigners
allowed to compete for labor in all markets and develop the Philippines’s resources, wealth would increase and Filipinas with university degrees would not
have to go into prostitution or work as
maids for people overseas. Anyone disagree?

Chlorine Questions
Michael Fumento’s column, “Chemical Warfare” (June), is dangerous for its
illogic, false statements, and stunning
omission of some very serious facts. I
don’t have the time to rebut each distorOCTOBER 1994

tion, so I’ll simply challenge you to read
the International Joint Commission’s 7th
Biennial Report on the Great Lakes, published in 1994. Call their office for a copy:
(202) 736-9024.
The IJC decision to phase out industrial
uses of chlorine came after serious investigation into the effects of this chemical
which, after being mixed with others in
industrial uses, creates a possible 50,000
untested, persistent, toxic, newly derived
chemicals. The IJC commissioners, all
conservative appointees under Reagan
and Bush, decided unanimously that the
chemicals must be treated as a class, that
they are so dangerous they act like toxic
hormones; children in utero are affected.
There is ample scientific backup for this
statement and the commissioners made
their decision after reviewing a growing
body of well-researched data.
I also urge you to pay close attention
to the final Environmental Protection
Agency reassessment of dioxin, due out
this summer, done by independent scientists with impeccable credentials. Apparently, the findings are so significant-dioxin is so toxic on so many levels-that
EPA administrators are anxious to delay
making them public for as long as possible. Industry is not going to be very
happy. Not only is the immune system
compromised at very minute levels by dioxin, it also has the capacity to wreak reproductive havoc. A number of studies
have already been published indicating
this; it’s all available to any reporter who
is willing to look up the bibliography.
One of the great myths developed by
modem industry-paid public relations is
that “what happens in animals does not
necessarily translate into humans.” That’s
dangerous thinking. Humans are part of
the whole life chain. Any toxin strong
enough to kill an insect will eventuallywith sufficient exposure of small amounts
over time-harm a child first, and eventually an adult. With repeat exposure to
small amounts of these toxic, persistent
substances, (parts per million, billion, or
trillion) negative responses will occur in
humans; it may take a few years. Of
course, the symptoms will show up ear-

lier if the dose is heavy.
The only folks who say dioxin is not
dangerous are those doing public relations
for industry or government, those whose
studies are paid by industry, or those media that own chlorine-bleaching pulp and
paper mills. For example, The New York
Times is battling a $1.3 billion lawsuit
brought by the Canadian Eskimos living
downstream of its paper mills.
The many thousands of product liability suits brought by contaminated victims
are always settled out of court because
chemical companies do not wish the data
to become public. Currently, there are billions of dollars worth of such suits pending, and when the EPA reassessment of dioxin becomes public, dioxin-producing
industries will certainly feel the pinch.
Mr. Fumento’s article does little to advance the cause of truth or help the thousands of innocent victims who did not
choose to get prostate and breast cancer,
rare forms of other cancers such as
non-Hodgkins lymphoma or soft-tissue
sarcoma, develop compromised immune
systems, give birth to defective or learning-disabled children, and in general live
compromised lives.
Phasing out certain forms of industrial
chlorine is not only good for the future, it
will ultimately be good for business. A
number of European countries are already
finding equally effective and much
cheaper substitutes for their bleaching,
solvents, and refrigeration. Greenfreeze is
the name of a revolutionary new generation of environmentally friendly refrigerators. They use propane and butane as the
refrigerant and in the insulation rather
than CFCs or HCFCs. More than a million
Greenfreeze refrigeration models are being sold throughout Germany, England,
Holland, Austria, Sweden, Switzerland,
France, and Australia. In their rush to see
only the short term, our American companies will be left out of the competition.
You really should get with the program. True conservatives are just that;
they want to protect and conserve the
wealth, and that includes the wealth of
human resources. It’s too late for me. Because you are so cavalier with decent jourREASON 11
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nalistic practice, I am cancelling my own
subscription. I cannot trust your integrity.
Liane Clogene-Casten,Chair
Environmental Task Force
Chicago Media Watch
Evanston, IL

Mr. Fumento replies: Ms. ClorfeneCasten’s indignant letter is perhaps most
telling in what it doesn’t say. The two
most important points in my article were
that chlorine has no special properties that
necessitate its being treated as a class of
pollutant (any more than all environmentalists should be locked up because some
do commit crimes) and that the over 1,500
natural organochlorines,such as table salt,
are chemically indistinguishable from
man-made ones.
She completely ignores the second
point while barely touching on the first,
saying the IJC “decided unanimously that
the chemicals must be treated as a class,
that they are so dangerous they act like
toxic hormones; children in utero are affected.” Presumably she means so dangerous because they act like toxic hormones,
but only a precious few have even been
accused of this. Her lengthy letter mentions only one by name, along with two
small subclasses, CFCs and HCFCs.
Ms. Clorfene-Casten’s appeal to authority is hardly attractive in that the IJC
members were nonscientists. In their ignorance, they put their full faith in the
self-anointed guardians of the environment, namely groups like the Environmental Task Force. Her reference to the
upcoming dioxin report is just another effort to portray a single organochlorine as
representing all organochlorines.
Readers should pay close attention to
Keith Schneider’s article in the May 11
New York Times, stating the report’s conclusions “are based on mathematical assumptions that have not been published in
scientific journals” and that it “already
caused a storm of dissent in federal agencies, principally in the Food and Drug Administration and the Department of Agriculture, the agencies that have the primary
responsibility for insuring the safety of
food.” For over a decade. radical environ12 REASON

mentalists (including Ms. ClorfeneCasten in several articles for The Nation)
and the EPA have sought to burn dioxin as
a massively carcinogenic witch, only to
watch helplessly as study after study
found no carcinogenic effect on humans
except, at most, at the very highest levels
of exposure in workers exposed daily for
over a decade. Now they are simply retrying the witch under new accusations,
moving away from cancers and toward the
effects on the fetus.
Far from being an industry-fabricated
myth, the fact that “what happens in animals does not necessarily translate into
humans” is shown by dioxin itself and the
effect it has on different species. The impetus for the dioxin witch hunt was that it
is amazingly lethal to guinea pigs. Yet,
other studies have shown that 500 times
the amount is necessary to have the same
effect on the guinea pig’s close cousin, the
hamster. Overall, about 30 percent of that
which causes cancerous tumors in rats
during maximum tolerated dose testing
does not do so in mice and vice versa.
What, then, does this say for correlating
between rodents and humans?
Ms. Clorfene-Casten also simply assumes there is no threshold below which
carcinogens are no longer harmful, yet
that flies in the face of everything we
know about acute toxicity, in which the
dictum is “the dose makes the poison.”
Dioxin specifically has been cited by several researchers as one that is probably
harmless below a certain level of exposure.
The ad hominem about “folks who say
dioxin is not dangerous” is just that. I, for
one, was paid by REASON, and REASON’S contributors are unknown to me.
Saying don’t trust anybody who prints on
chlorine-bleached paper is practically the
equivalent of saying don’t trust anything
in print-unless, of course, it’s negative.
It’s become popular lately to attack The
New York Times because Keith Schneider
has become a real pain, but early during
the Love Canal incident that same newspaper did some of the most alarming reporting on dioxin.
Dioxin-relatedlawsuits have been sys-

tematically filed by a group called Trial
Lawyers for Public Justice. Setllements
are normally sealed from view, but the fair
presumption is these cases are settled out
of court because it is easier to pay off their
nuisance value than go to trial.
The implication of the list of cancers
and other disorders is that all are caused
by organochlorines. But none has been
strongly connected to any, much less
all or most, organochlorines. The Great
White Hope of the radical environmentalists was Mary Wolff‘s 1993 study purporting to link breast cancer and DDT, but
that was shot down in April by a much
larger study. Both studies exonerated another environmentalist-targeted organochlorine, PCBs.
I trust most readers will recognize the
resort to Bastiat’s Broken Window theory.
In this, the French economist mockingly
noted that France’s economy would boom
if someone went around busting every
window in sight, thereby creating tremendous employment opportunities for window makers and fixers and causing a
ripple effect throughout the economy.
Greenpeace’s Greenfreeze refrigerator
may be a big hit in Europe, but if Americans won’t buy it there’s probably a good
reason. It’s not that U.S. companies don’t
make it; they don’t make VCRs, either.
It’s true there are alternatives to organochlorines. Some will mean treinendous
expense, including having to spend up to
$800 to have car air conditioners converted. Some will mean doing without.
Some will cost lots of lives because of inaccessibility to many pharmaceuticalsand
other products. All of this places a tremendous burden of proof on the would-be
banners. Readers may judge whether Ms.
Clorfene-Casten has met it.
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Rush Limbaugh explains why he gives this
extraordinary anthology by Reagan Cabinet
member William k e t t his unqualified
endorsement:
"The Book af Virhes is built on an old
philosophical principle nearly forgotten in
the public discussion (and in certain recent
presidential campaigns), but it is an idea I
have long championed: Character matters. What a concept! But beware -some
of the lessons in this book are rooted in
religion, which means the anthology will
be ruled unconstitutionalif carried into an
American school.
It below, however, in every home. The
Book of Ertw is a superb collection,
certain to fortify you and yours for a lifetime of morality, goodness, and right

......... ........:.....
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Mr. Bennett groups the selections according
to the ten virtues or good habits they aim to
instill:
Self-Discipline Compassion
Responsibility Friendship
Work Courage Perseverance
Honesty Ir Loyalty Faith
Each Section carries its own introductory
essay, and the selections have explanatory
notes where necessary. You get an amazing
384 selections. Most are stories, of course,but

**
*
** *
**

you also get generous helpings of inspiring
verse.
The selections range from haif a page to
several pages - all short enough to be read
aloud at bedtime, during a class or homeschool session, or by young readers on their
own. Adults will be delighted to meet many
old favorites again, and to discover neglected
gems that enriched the moral life of previous
generations.

: "America has long been in
: need of a C. S. Lewis . . .
: William J. Bennett, the former
: Secretary of Education and
: drug czar, may be as close in
: intellectual likeness to Lewis
: as America has had at the na: tional level."-CALTHOMAS
: "Mr. Bennett has created a
: treasury no conservative.
: parent would want to be
: without. For conservative
: parents know the role such
: stories can play in moral
: education. The early building
: of character depends heavily
: on examples, both in this
: world and in literature
. . . . .What Mr. Bennett has
: provided, then, is not just a
: source of enjoyment and
: literary education, but a
: contribution to moral literacy
: and a path back to socialorder
: for future generations."
: -National Review
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How the Club Works
Every 4 weeks (13 times a year) you pet a free copy of the Club Bulletin, which offers
you the Featured Selection plus a good choice of Alternates. Books on ament hues,
religion, education, homgchooling, politics, children's books, etc. - all of interest to
conservativg.
If you want the Featured Selection, do notlung. It will come
automatidy.
If you don't want the Featured Selection, or you do want an Alternate, indicate your wishes on the handy card enclosed with your Bulletin and return it
by the deadline date. The majority of Club books are offered at 2@%% discounts,
plus a charge for shipping and bandling. As m n as you buy and pay for 3 books
at regular Club prim, your membership may be ended at any time, either by you or
by the Club. If you ever receive a Featured Selectionwithout having had 10 days to
decide if you want it, you may return it at Club expense for full credit. 'he Club
will offer regular Superbargains, mostly at 7095% discounts plus shipping and
handling. Superdo not count toward fukihg your Club obligahon, but do
enable you to buy tine books at giveaway prim. t Only one membership per
household.
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BOOK CLUB

33 OAKLAND AVENUE 0 HARRISON, N.Y. 10528
Please accept my membership in the Club and send me FREE the
831-page, $27.50 Book of Virtues by William J. Bennett. I agree t o
buy 3 additional books at regular Club prices over the next 18
months. I also agree to the Club rules spelled out in this coupon.
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ruffians of the winged world, who displace the smaller songbirds. The U.S. Fish
and Wildlife Service promises to consider
the danger of possible bird feeders when
it decides whether to grant building permits in suburban Austin.

H It’s a good thing policeman Paul Kiesel
isn’t a very good shot. The St. Petersburg,
Florida, patrolman fired upon and missed
Hank Edwards during an otherwise routine traffic stop. The police officer mistook Edwards’s cane for a shotgun.
H Have you gotten hold of a bad orange
lately? Better not tell anyone. Under a
new Florida law, growers can sue anyone
who says that fruits, vegetables, and other
perishable foods are unfit for human consumption and who can’t back up their
claims with evidence.

B

y law, cities must remove at least
30 percent of organic waste from incoming sewage before treating it. This
poses a problem for Anchorage because
it has so little waste in its sewage. The
Environmental Protection Agency won’t
give the city an exemption. So rather than
build a new, state-of-the-art $135 million
treatment facility capable of removing
even traces of organic waste, the city has
asked two local fish-processing plants to
dump fish viscera into the water. The fish
waste is then removed, and the federal
regulation met.

event deemed a possible source of distur
bance. The law is designed to stop raves
underground musical parties.

Issues debated by the national convention of the National Education Association: abortion, nuclear waste, pesticides, and the economic embargo of Haiti.
A motion to limit debate to subjects directly related to education was defeated.

The Brazilian military has its priorities. It
sends soldiers home on weekends to save
on meal money. Pay is so low that many
soldiers must moonlight at other jobs. Recruits receive only one uniform each and
must train with fake weapons. But the
generals, who ruled Brazil from 1964 to
1985, are spending big bucks-for a new
rocket-guidance system, state-of-the-art
warplanes, an Amazon radar network, and
nuclear submarines.

In Great Britain, 30,000 people turned
out to protest the new Criminal Justice
Bill. Among the bill’s provisions is a
clause banning unlicensed gatherings of
more than 10 people at which music
co “wholly or predominately characterized
by repetitive beats” is played. The law
20 also gives police the right to stop and
M search anyone within five miles of any
OCTOBER 1994

The operators of the first private television channel in the former Eastern Bloc
know one thing: Czechs like to see naked
people. One out of five people in the republic stays up past midnight each night
to watch soft-core skin flicks broadcast by
Nova TV. Any complaints? Says Nova
head Vladimir Zelezny, “I’ve had several
letters and phone calls complaining about
the lack of erotic fare for women.”

Environmentalistsin Texas have found
a new threat to the endangered goldencheeked warbler: backyard bird feeders. It
seems that the feeders attract blue jays,

H In Ft. Worth, Texas, the city council is
looking at a new way to reduce gang violence: Put gang leaders on the city payroll. The council is considering hiring six
gang chiefs to serve as community counselors. The six would visit schools and
civic organizations to warn kids not to join
gangs. Of course, if the kids ignore the
message, they too might wind up as city
empioyees.
H Sen. Max Baucus (D-Mont.) tried to impress visiting constituents with his commitment to the environment by telling
them how he had helped dig channels for
bull trout at a Montana ranch. When asked
by the visitors if he had obtained the
needed federal wetlands permit, Baucus
admitted that he didn’t know. Baucus is
the principal sponsor of the bill that reauthorizes federal regulation of wetlands.
H In China, the government’swar on dogs
continues. Dogs are banned in many cities there. For a long time, police there
have usually killed all stray dogs. Now
authorities want to shut down veterinarians and set up a reward system for informers who rat on illegal dog owners.
-Charles Oliver
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Architectural Correctness ?
Property owners challenge aesthetic restrictions on land use.
By Robert Pollock

D

AVID

AND

DIANEWILLIAMS thorities was Anderson’s alleged violation

thought they were doing everything right. They wanted to build
a new duplex on property they own in
a residential neighborhood of Tiburon,
California. Their application to the town’s
Board of Adjustmentsand Design Review
met all technical requirements of the local
building and zoning codes. But despite
numerous revisions to meet board objections, their application was denied because of concerns about the project’s appearance.
Evidently the Williamses had failed to
design a home that was “harmonious”
with the surrounding area but not “monotonous,” as the guidelines require. Such
a failure was surprising because the Williamses’ final architect was not only a
former chairman of the review board, he
had written those guidelines himself.
The Williamses’ plight is not an anomaly. Over the past 10 years, architectural
appearance review has become an integral
part of the local development process,
says their lawyer, Nicolas Morgan. But
purely aesthetic guidelines may not jibe
with constitutional guarantees of due process and free expression, he suggests.
Morgan will cite several recent cases as
precedent when the Williamses go to
court this fall.
In one case, Bruce Anderson had decided to build a small retail building on
his property in Issiquah, Washington. After Anderson had invested a quarter of a
million dollars in design costs, the city rejected his plans because the building did
“not create the same feeling as the building environment around [the] site.” This
environment consisted of a gas station
across the street, with two more gas stations, a bank building, an auto repair shop,
a box-like Elk’s hall, and the city’s Victorian-style visitors center in view.
Particularly displeasing to local au16 REASON

of the local building code which reads,
“Colors shall be harmonious, with bright
or brilliant colors used only for minimal

accent.” Anderson thought facing the
building in off-white stucco was in keeping with such a guideline, but he willingly
changed the color to Cape Cod gray to
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please commission members. Then they
demanded a review of the trim color:
“Tahoe blue may be too dark.”
Anderson repeatedly altered his building plans, changing colors and design elements to suit the tastes of the commission
members. But his efforts, like the Williamses’, were to no avail.
In May 1993, however, the Washington Court of Appeals ruled that Issiquah’s
ordinance was so vague that it let the commission decide based on “whim, caprice,
or subjective consideration.” Thus, it violated the Due Process Clause of the Fourth

Amendment. The court ordered that Anderson be allowed to build his building.
Morgan says aesthetic guidelines may
also violate First Amendment protections.
In a June 14 decision, the U.S. Supreme
Court struck down a local ordinance in
Ladue, Missouri, banning the display of
signs on private residential property. Like
the Tiburon and Issiquah laws, Ladue’s
ordinance was intended to prevent “ugliness, visual blight and clutter” while protecting the “special ambience of the community.” In overturningthe law, the Court
noted that a “special respect for individual

liberty in the home has long been part of
our culture and our law,” and voiced its
concern with “laws that foreclose an entire medium of expression.”
The Williamses argue that architectural design should be protected medium
of expression, and the court may agree. In
a preliminary review of the Williams case,
a judge observed that the city had offered
“no reason why a unique architectural
design, expressing [the homeowner’s]
‘personal views and attitudes,’ is not as
worthy of First Amendment protection as
‘live nude dancing.”’

Tort Reformers
Citizens organize to stop lawsuit abuse.
By Robert Pollock

J

URY AWARDS ARE ONE OF MANY THINGS

that come in large packages in Texas.
In 1990, two workers sued a sugar
mill in the Rio Grande valley for being included in seasonal layoffs. They won $2.5
million. The award would have bankrupted the company, costing the jobs of
683 workers in a small town. Fortunately,
the company was later able to settle out of
court for less.
The potential disaster led Bill Summers, president of the local Chamber of
Commerce, to form Citizens Against
Lawsuit Abuse. Its message is simple:
You don’t have to be the target of a frivolous lawsuit to be a victim.
Since 1990, 10 more grass-roots antilawsuit abuse groups have formed in Texas. And the idea has spread to other states,
including New Jersey, Mississippi, Louisiana, and California. “The core problem
is social greed,” says John Opelt of the
Houston CALA. “People are trying to get
rich instead of be made whole,” echoes
Bill Bloomfield, who founded the Los
Angeles chapter early this year.
The problem is exacerbated by the
contingency-feesystem, Bloomfield says.
People can file lawsuits at no cost to themselves, and lawyers get to keep as much
OCTOBER 1994

as a third of any award. Everyone is encouraged to play the
lawsuit lottery.
Bloomfield’s billboard and
I
television ads have already atPart of a Los Angeles campaign against frivolous lawsuits.
tracted more than 1,200 memto the small-aircraft industry was passed,
bers. A look at the employment costs of
lawsuit abuse helps to explain the positive comprehensive reform bills were never
response. A RAND Corporation study es- allowed to come to a vote in either house
timates that wrongful termination suits
of Congress. Pressure from the ATLA
alone have reduced California’s hiring
even caused Sen. Larry Pressler (R-S.D.)
levels by as many as 650,000 jobs, caus- to defect from a bill he had co-sponsored.
But these obstacles don’t faze CALA’s
ing expenses equivalent to a 10 percent
across-the-board pay raise. The 70,000 Bloomfield, whose emphasis is on values
product liability suits filed annually in the rather than wonkish legislative solutions.
United States are also job killers. The
“Through education, we can effect change
small-aircraft industry has all but disap- even if nothing happens in Washington
or Sacramento,” he says. Opelt likens
peared, losing 18,000jobs since 1980 because of liabilitymits, even though a NaCALA’s strategy to that of Mothers
tional Transportation Safety Board study Against Drunk Driving, where “public
couldn’t find one crash caused by manu- outrage and indignation resulted in a
facturing or design error.
change in attitude and behavior.”
He and Bloomfield aim to create a soPossible legislative reforms include
cial stigma against frivolous lawsuits and
forcing the loser to pay court costs and
capping punitive damages. But reform ef- encourage such private alternatives as
forts have been frustrated for years by the mediation and arbitration. CALA doesn’t
lobbying efforts of the American Trial
seek to restrict the ability of legitimate
Lawyers Association, which donated $2.4 victims to sue. But as Bloomfield puts it,
million to candidates in the 1992 election “A legal problem needs to be viewed as a
cycle. This year, although a bill specific problem, not an opportunity.”
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Wait Problems
By Rick Henderson

The hazards of backyard “wetlands”
By Lisa Snell
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LLOYD
WILSON

WANTED

to build a home on a lot hie owns.
Then he found that the U.13.Army
Corps of Engineers had designated 260
square feet of his property-the size of
a large room-as wetlands. The Army
Corps made Wilson wait more than nine
months before letting construction proceed.
A property owner who has any amount
of land that has been designated as wetlands must navigate a public-notice-andcomment period, hire consultants to negotiate with regulators, and wait for the Army Corps to consult with as many as four
other agencies before deciding whether to
allow development. Environmental attorney Virginia S. Albrecht and environmental consultant Bernard N. Goode reviewed
all of the Army Corps’ 1992 applications
to build on property that had been designated as wetlands. They found that onefourth of the applications had wetlands of
less than a quarter acre and just under half
had less than one acre of wetlands. The
average property owner waited 313 days
to get through the permit process.
Albrecht and Goode also discovered
that 61 percent of the 1992 applications
were withdrawn. While the Anny Corps
may deny only 5 percent of all applications, “The plain fact is that in most cases
a withdrawn application, like a denied application, means that the applicant cannot
go forward with his or her project.”
Meanwhile, reports a recent Competitive Enterprise Institute study, the United
States is actually creating more wetlands
than are being destroyed. For 1994, several Agriculture Department programs are
expected to restore an estimated 167,000
acres of wetlands-representing a potential net gain of 27,000 wetland acres. In
that context, penalizing property owners
like Wilson with expensive delays because of tiny “wetlands” on their land
seems both unjust and unnecessary.
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Will anti-tax initiatives sweep the states this faill?
By Stephen Moore & Dean Stansel
wo years ago, when businessman-turnedpolitical-activist Douglas Bruce launched
Amendment I in Colorado, a ballot initiative requiring that all new and increased
state and local taxes and debt be approved by popular vote, his political opponents waged
a holy war against him. Bruce was characterized as a
“terrorist” who would “lob a hand grenade into a
schoolyard full of children.” Defeating the proposal
was said to be the moral equivalent of “fighting the
Nazis at the Battle of the Bulge.”
And these, mind you, were just the comments of the
governor, Democrat Roy Romer.
The public-employee unions, education lobby, and
bond traders were far less civil. One bond trader, fearful that the voter-approval requirement for new debt
would put him out of business, even suggested that if
Amendment I were adopted, the pope might be assassinated when he came to Denver, for lack of police. Despite the hyperbole, hysteria, and nearly $1 million
spent to defeat the initiative (versus less than $300,000

T
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spent by taxpayer groups in support), Amendment I
was approved by 54 percent of the voters in November
1992.
It has had an immediate policy impact. Tax increases have been stopped dead in their tracks. In November 1993, one year after Amendment 1’s passage,
Colorado voters were asked to reinstate a relatively
trivial 0.2 percent tourism tax that had expired. They
rejected the $1 1-million tax hike by a margin of 55 to
45. Last year Colorado property taxes rose by less than
1 percent-the smallest increase in 20 years. Without
new revenue sources to tap easily, state government in
Denver is changing the way it does business. “These
days, when agencies want more funds, they are forced
to cannibalize each other,” says Bruce.
But the real impact of Amendment I, and the great
untold political story of the year, is how rapidly this
initiative is invading other states. Oklahoma and Washington voters have already joined Colorado in passing
it. Similar initiatives have qualified for the November
ballots in Nevada and Oregon and will likely also apOCTOBER 1994

